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A recent approach in social neuroscience has been the application of formal computational models
for a particular social-cognitive process to neuroimaging data. Here we review preliminary
findings from this nascent sub-field, focusing on observational learning and strategic interactions.
We present evidence consistent with the existence of three distinct learning systems that may
contribute to social cognition: an observational-reward-learning system involved in updating
expectations of future reward based on observing rewards obtained by others, an actionobservational learning system involved in learning about the action tendencies of others, and a
third system engaged when it is necessary to learn about the hidden mental-states or traits of
another. These three systems appear to map onto distinct neuroanatomical substrates, and depend
on unique computational signals.

Introduction
Since the emergence of functional neuroimaging, a considerable body of literature has
implicated a set of brain regions in the processes underlying human social cognition,
including the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and adjacent temporoparietal
junction (TPJ), the amygdala, temporal poles, and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) [1–4].
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The past decade has also seen the application within cognitive and systems neuroscience of
a method that has come to be known as computational or model-based neuroimaging [5].
This approach involves correlating the variables generated by a formal computational model
describing a particular cognitive process against neuroimaging and behavioral data
generated by participants performing a related cognitive task. This technique offers the
prospect of identifying not only those brain regions that are activated during a given task, as
in traditional approaches, but also provides insight into “how” a particular cognitive
operation is implemented in a given brain area in terms of the underlying computational
processes.
The computational approach to neuroimaging was brought to bear initially on the domains
of value-based learning and decision-making in non-social situations, as a means of gaining
insight into the computations performed by different brain regions in learning to predict
rewarding and punishing outcomes and in using those predictions to guide action selection
[6–11]. Some of the key findings from this work include the determination that BOLD
responses in the human striatum resemble a reward prediction error signal that can be used
to incrementally update predictions of future reward [6,12,13], while activity in
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) correlates with expectations of future reward for
actions or options that are chosen on a particular trial [14–16].
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More recently, tentative steps have been taken to extend this approach into the social domain
[17,18]. The main objective in doing so has been to gain insight into the nature of the
computations being implemented in the brain during social cognition, and in particular to
put computational flesh on the bones of the psychological functions previously attributed to
different brain regions within the social cognition network. In this review, we highlight two
main research questions that have been pursued to date: the neural computations
underpinning observational learning, and the neural computations underpinning the ability to
make predictions about the intentions of others.

Observational learning
In experiential learning an agent learns about the world through direct experience with
stimuli in the world and/or by taking actions in that environment and reaping the
consequences. In observational learning in contrast to experiential learning, an agent learns
not through direct experience but instead by observing the stimuli and consequences
experienced by another agent, as well as the actions they perform in that environment.
Observational learning can clearly be advantageous as it allows an agent to ascertain
whether particular stimuli or actions lead to rewarding or punishing consequences without
expending resources foraging or putting themself at risk of punishment.
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Preliminary findings suggest that similar computational mechanisms may underpin both
experiential and observational learning. More specifically, studies have reported neural
correlates of reward prediction error signals in striatum [19–21] and vmPFC [19] while
subjects learn by observing confederates receive monetary feedback in probabilistic reward
learning tasks. Importantly, these signals reflect the deviation of a reward from the amount
expected given previous play, despite the fact that the subject merely observes the receipt of
this reward by the confederate.
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Although the outcomes obtained by another individual represent a valuable source of
information for an observer, the mere choice of action made by an observee may also
influence the vicarious acquisition of instrumental responses. These observed actions may
be relevant because they are often motivated by similar preferences for outcome states and
may therefore represent an additional source of information regarding the optimality of
available actions [19], or, relatedly, because reward may be directly contingent on successful
mimicry of the actions of another agent with differing preferences over those states [21].
Action prediction error signals, representing deviations by an observed confederate from the
actions expected of them by the subject, may be used to update the subject’s own behavior
in computational models of learning, and have been reported in dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (dlPFC) [19,21], dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) [21] and bilateral inferior
parietal lobule [21]; a collection of areas which exhibit significant interconnectivity (see
[22,23]) The involvement of dlPFC in such learning is consistent with evidence from
electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies that this area is involved in the representation
of task-relevant contingencies and goals [24] and the manipulation of task-relevant
information in working memory [25,26]. Given that posterior parietal cortex has also
previously been implicated in attention [27–29], one possibility is that this region
contributes to learning through the allocation of attention engendered by surprising or
unexpected actions, compatible with some computational accounts in which attention is
suggested to modulate learning [30].

Strategic Learning
The studies mentioned thus far have examined how information acquired about the
experiences and actions of other individuals can be incorporated into representations used to
guide one’s own behavior. However, as social animals we are often engaged in situations
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where we need to interact with other individuals in order to attain our goals, whether it is by
co-operating or by competing with them. In order to succeed in such situations it is often
necessary to be able to understand their intentions, and to use this knowledge to guide action
selection. At the core of this capacity is the psychological construct known as mentalizing,
in which representations are formed about the hidden mental states and intentions of
another.
Such mentalizing processes can vary in their complexity. Behrens et al. [10] examined a
situation in which, in contrast to the studies of Burke et al. [19], and Suzuki et al. [21],
information from a confederate regarding the optimal action to take varied in its reliability,
because the confederate’s interests sometimes lay in [30]deceiving the subject. In order to
perform well in this type of task, it is prudent to maintain an estimate of the confederate’s
fidelity, to be used to modulate the influence of their advice. Neural activity corresponding
to an update signal for such an estimate was found in anterior medial prefrontal cortex, as
well as in a region of temporoparietal junction.
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Hampton et al. [17] studied a paradigm in which two human subjects played in a variant of
the competitive economic game matching pennies. In this coordination game, players choose
between two actions on each round, with one player winning if the two chosen actions are
the same, and the other if they are different. Such a game takes on interesting dynamics with
repeated play, as players typically vie to predict their opponent’s next choice of action while
masking their own intentions, providing the potential for the engagement of complex
mentalizing processes. To capture the learning processes underlying action selection in this
context, Hampton et al. [17] modified an algorithm called “fictive play”, drawn from the
game theoretic literature [31–33]. An agent using a fictive play algorithm iteratively updates
the probability that their opponent will choose a particular action based on previous choices
of action. There is some evidence that, when engaged in competitive economic games
against computer opponents, non-human primates may be capable of incorporating fictitious
play into their action selection, as well as more simple strategies such as Win-Stay LoseSwitch and simple reinforcement learning [34–36], However, using even fictitious play
ignores the danger that ones opponent is likely to be similarly adept in tracking ones own
behavior. Hampton et al. [17] therefore extended the fictive learning algorithm to
incorporate the effect an opponent’s predictions of ones own actions has on their action
selection, endowing the agent with a “second order” mental state representation [3,37].
Hampton et al. [17] found that activity in vmPFC encoding the expected value of chosen
actions incorporated this second-order knowledge, while activity in posterior superior
temporal sulcus and anterior dorsomedial frontal cortex correlated with a learning signal that
could be used to update the second-order component of this representation.
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The types of learning and inference described above involve first- and second-order strategic
reasoning, but in principle one could engage in increasing orders of iterative reasoning:
thinking about you thinking about me thinking you and so on. Ideally, an agent should tailor
the order of their own representation of their opponent’s mental state to be a single order
higher than the estimated order of their opponent’s representation of them. To investigate
the complex computations underlying the tracking of an opponents sophistication, Yoshida
et al. [38,39] employed Bayesian inference over predictive models of strategic behavior,
incorporating the increasing cognitive effort required by increasing strategic sophistication.
The authors found [39] that the time-varying model-derived uncertainty of subjects’ estimate
of the sophistication of their opponent in a strategic game was encoded in a region of
anterior dmPFC, overlapping the region of dmPFC found in [10] and [17], further
emphasizing the importance of this area to mentalizing-related computations.
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So far we have reviewed evidence suggesting that learning and inference signals are present
in the brain when acquiring information about the world through observing other agents, and
when engaging in strategic interactions with others. These studies suggest that three
separable neural systems support conceptually distinct classes of social learning (Figure 1).
The first, an observational reward-learning system consisting of striatum and vmPFC,
encodes reward prediction error signals based on observed reinforcer delivery to others [19–
21]. These signals may be used to directly update personal values for choice options,
allowing a learner to acquire experience vicariously. The second action-observation learning
system comprises dlPFC, posterior dmPFC and inferior parietal cortex, and is implicated in
forming predictions about the actions of others [19,21]. Such predictions may be integrated
deductively into values for ones own actions in addition to, or in the absence of, observed
contingent reinforcement. The initial findings presented here appear to suggest that this
action learning system is dissociable from a third system that underlies the updating of
representations about the traits and/or hidden mental states of others. Learning signals
consistent with these computations engage regions previously identified through noncomputational neuroimaging approaches as being involved in social inferential processes
such as mentalizing and theory of mind [2,3]; specifically the anterior dorsomedial frontal
cortex [10,17,39], posterior STS [17] and TPJ [10].
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Model-free and model-based reinforcement learning and its relation to
social-learning
One intriguing possibility is that the distinction made here between different computational
systems in social-learning relates to a dichotomy previously made in the experiential
learning literature between model-based and model-free reinforcement-learning [28].
Model-free learning involves the direct updating of the values for candidate actions by the
reinforcing effect of subsequent feedback, without reference to a rich understanding of the
underlying decision problem, and is suggested to capture the type of stimulus-response
learning mechanisms found in habitual control [40]. In contrast, model-based learning
involves encoding a rich model of the decision problem - in particular a knowledge of states,
actions and outcomes and the transition probabilities between successive states. This latter
mechanism is proposed to account for goal-directed control mechanisms found in animals
including humans [40].
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Consistent with the possibility that such a dichotomy also applies in observational learning,
Liljeholm et al. [41], using a non-computational outcome devaluation approach, provided
evidence for the existence of analogous mechanisms for goal-directed and habitual learned
representations in observational learning. Model-free learning is argued to depend on the
type of prediction error signals found during reward-learning tasks in the striatum
[7,16,42,43], and as noted above, it appears that similar areas are implicated in reward
prediction error signaling in observational reward-learning paradigms [19–21]. Similarly,
the action-observation prediction error system highlighted above [19,21] bears a striking
resemblance both in terms of its neuroanatomical substrates and the nature of the
computational learning signals involved to that of a “state prediction error” [43], a key
computational signal responsible for updating of the model in model-based reinforcement
learning [43,44]. The role of dlPFC in model-based learning has also been stressed by Abe
et al. [34], who conducted electrophysiological recording of neurons in rhesus monkeys
while they played computer-simulated competitive games. They [33] report that choices of
the animals were best explained by a reinforcement learning algorithm that incorporated
both the outcome of the monkeys’ actions and the hypothetical outcomes of actions not
taken by the monkey. This model-based learning was suggested [34,45] to be subserved by
Curr Opin Neurobiol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 June 01.
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dlPFC, which demonstrated encoding of not only the outcome of the monkey’s actions, but
also the hypothetical outcome of actions not taken. Thus, it appears on the basis of the
preliminary evidence that at least two of the systems found in social-learning map onto the
distinction between model-based and model-free reinforcement learning found in the
experiential learning literature.
If observational reward-learning and action-observation learning depend on model-free vs
model-based RL respectively, what about strategic learning? Strategic learning and
inference could in principle be incorporated within a model-based framework, as a rich
model of the world could include representations of other agents and their intentions.
However, the update signals suggested to support such computations do not represent
deviations from an observable contingency such as an overt action, as in Burke et al. [19]
and Suzuki et al. [21], but from a hidden mental state. Furthermore, the neural representation
of such signals in anterior dmPFC, posterior STS and TPJ appear to be neuroanatomically
dissociable from the signals found in action observation learning.

Uniquely social computations in strategic interactions?
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Given that the other forms of social-learning we have identified depend on similar circuits to
those involved in experiential learning, an important open question is whether neural circuits
involved in strategic learning and inference are specifically dedicated to such inferences in
the social domain alone. Resolving this issue is challenging because strategic inference by
definition does not apply in a non-social setting. One way to address this might be to have
participants play against a computerized opponent designed to respond in a sophisticated
manner. However, a computerized opponent, particularly a sophisticated one, might still be
treated as a “social agent” by participants. Another avenue would be to consider conditions
under which similar higher-order computations to those engaged when manipulating mental
state representations are engaged completely outside the domain of strategic interactions.
One example would be decision tasks in which there is a hidden structure that needs to be
inferred in order to enable optimal decisions to be rendered, such as in multi-dimensional
set-shifting [46].

Conclusions and future directions
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The computational neuroimaging approach to social neuroscience is still in its infancy. Yet,
it is clear that this method holds promise as a means of dissecting the computational
processes underpinning learning and inference in social contexts. The conclusions drawn
here about distinct neural substrates for different types of social cognitive mechanisms are
necessarily tentative by virtue of the very sparse literature in this domain to date. So far,
computational approaches have been deployed in the context of learning and decision
paradigms that don’t stray too far from the experiential reward-learning paradigms in which
these techniques were first applied, such as observational reward learning or economic
games. In future it will be necessary to begin to expand this approach into domains of social
neuroscience far from these initial roots to areas such as social appraisal and judgment,
social perception, empathy and altruistic behavior. If these forays are successful, the subfield
of computational social neuroscience will truly come into its own.
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•

We review the contribution of computational neuroimaging to social cognitive
neuroscience.

•

We review evidence that suggests the existence of at least three different
learning systems in social cognition.

•

These are an observational reward-learning system, an action-observation
learning system and a strategic inference and learning system
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Figure 1.

Illustration of three distinct social learning systems. The observation of reinforcing feedback
delivered to others elicits reward prediction error signaling in the striatum and vmPFC
(blue). Action observation prediction errors, representing deviations by others from
predicted actions, have been reported in posterior dmPFC, bilateral dlPFC, and bilateral
inferior parietal lobule (yellow). In contrast, anterior dmPFC and TPJ/posterior STS (red)
are implicated in the updating of hidden mental state representations during strategic
interactions, as opposed to observable action prediction representations.
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Figure 2.
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Strategic game used by Hampton et al. [17]. (a) In this task, one participant acted as an
“employer” and the other as an “employee”. Each player could perform one of two actions:
the employer could “inspect” or “not inspect” her employee while the employee could
“work” or “shirk”. The interests of the two players are divergent in that the employee prefers
to shirk, while the employer would prefer the employee to work, and the employer would
prefer to not inspect her employer than to inspect – yet for an employee it is
disadvantageous to be caught shirking if the employer inspects, and disadvantageous for the
employer if the employee shirks while she doesn’t inspect. (b) In such a context it is crucial
to form an accurate prediction of an opponent’s next action. This could involve simply
tracking the probability with which they choose each of the two strategies available to them.
However, if an opponent is tracking ones own actions in this way, then it is advantageous
for a player to update their prediction of their opponent’s action to incorporate the effect of
the player’s own previous action on their opponent. Hampton et al. found that the effect of
this update at mPFC (−3, 51, 24 mm) was modulated by the model-predicted degree to
which a subject behaves as if his actions influence his opponent.
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